
The future of senior dining  
services starts with MealTracker

Top challenges 

When it comes to dining services management, providers and businesses are constantly looking for ways 

to help mitigate some of the biggest obstacles they face, such as budget constraints, complex dietary 

needs, and staffing shortages. But what if there was a way to ensure operational efficiency, while also 

enhancing your residents’ dining experience?

MatrixCare’s 2023 Annual Dining Survey has uncovered key trends that highlight the growing importance 

of technology as a solution. With MealTracker, you can experience a transformation in dining services  

management through customizable, nutritionally appropriate meals and automated routine operations. 

MealTracker can help streamline operations 

and enhances efficiency by automating tasks 

and processes to help reduce staffing needs, 

optimize food cost management, and improve 

system integrations so organizations can  

address the following top challenges in  

dining operations as reported by providers  

in our dining survey:
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From budget management to detailed menu customization, MealTracker can help improve both  

operational efficiency and resident satisfaction. Discover how you can transform your dining  

services management with the right technology. 

Want to explore the other key findings of MatrixCare’s 2023 Annual Dining Survey?  

You can access the full survey results of here: https://www.matrixcare.com/mtsurvey/

Contact us at 866.469.3766 or visit matrixcare.com to request a consultation or to learn more.

Other survey findings include: 
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Why MealTracker is the perfect sidekick  
for your senior dining services

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY: Automated cost analysis, inventory management,  
and budget tracking to help control costs.

CUSTOMIZATION AND FLEXIBILITY: Personalized menus that adapt to the unique  
preferences and dietary requirements of residents, improving satisfaction and compliance. 

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY: Automated routine tasks such as menu planning  
and inventory, reducing the burden on staff and improving workflow.

INTEGRATION CAPABILITIES: Streamlined integration with other systems,  
helping ensure smooth operations and data consistency across services.

SEAMLESS ADAPTABILITY: Tailored menu planning across diverse dining settings,  
whether one dining center or multiple venues, for efficient planning and production.
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